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	Poly Diesel Fuel Tanks

 Poly Diesel Fuel Tanks
    TTi – Australia’s Leading Supplier of Diesel Fuel Tanks & Accessories
 With decades of experience manufacturing and selling rotationally moulded poly diesel tanks to organisations of all shapes and sizes, the team here at TTi can get your business sorted for a diesel storage tank solution. When it comes to poly diesel tanks and the transport of diesel you simply don’t want to have any doubt in your mind about the integrity of your tank. So we’ve made it our goal to provide our customers with the best in poly fuel tanks of all sorts.
 We build a complete diesel tank and pump solution that can handle anything you have to throw at it. Whether you’re looking for a poly diesel fuel tank to mount on the back of your ute, or a trailer solution that makes getting large quantities of diesel from point A to point B simple, you can find that at TTi.
    Request a quote 1800 816 277 
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     Poly Diesel Fuel Tanks
 Portable Diesel Fuel Tanks
 Whether you are looking for a fuel pod to refuel tractors, excavators, graders, dozers, utes, or any other machinery, TTi’s range of portable fuel tanks with pumps ensure your equipment is refuelled safely and quickly. Diesel fuel storage tanks are essential for farm use, so having one on hand is a huge advantage. 
 TTi’s portable fuel tanks for sale are available in sizes from 100L through to 1200L, can be fitted with either 40, 45 or 60lpm pumps, and are also available as slimline diesel fuel tanks.
 TTi’s portable fuel tanks are fully manufactured by TTi in Australia, using diesel grade virgin material, and assembled by hands that care about the finish. These are a seriously tough unit. Part of the dangerous goods certification involves the tank being drop tested - filled with antifreeze liquid, placed in a super freezer for hours, then dropped onto the corner from a height of 3m. TTi's portable diesel fuel tanks passed with no problems.
 Find Out More 
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  DieselCaptain™
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  DieselSergeant™
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 Diesel Fuel Cartage Tanks
 Put safety first with our Australian owned and manufactured diesel fuel cartage and storage tanks.
 With specifically formulated diesel grade polyethene, you can trust TTi’s portable diesel fuel cartage tanks to deliver on quality. Complete with pad-lockable filler cap, static prevention earth strap and a point for secure mounting these tanks put safety first. 
 Find Out More 
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  DieselCadet™
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 Diesel Fuel Tank Trailers
 TTI have developed an industry leading fuel trailer solution to refuel any type of machinery with less hassle, more versatility of use, and deliver bigger time saving. TTI’s diesel fuel trailers are available in sizes from 600L through to 3000L, and can be either braked for on road use, or un braked for on farm use. TTi’s range of fuel trailers ensure that your machinery is refuelled safely and quickly, with the choice of either 12v, petrol or diesel powered pumps.
 Protect your fuel with the padlock-able toolbox and filler cap, while the digital flow meter allows you to accurately measure how much fuel you have dispensed. The range of hose reels and auto shut off nozzle ensure you can reach your equipment with ease, while the clever plumbing, hidden wiring, recessed tail lights, folded checker plate mudguards, and safety infills all add to the strength and sleek design of the single, or dual axle chassis.
 Find Out More 
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  DieselPatrol14™ Refueling Trailer
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  DieselPatrol15™ Refueling Trailer
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 Ad-Blue Transfer Tanks
 TTi's adblue transfer tanks are equipped with pump cover, Piusi 35 L/min pump kit, auto shut-off nozzle, 2-inch filler & pad-lockable cap, 4m of 20mm delivery hose and 4m battery cables. They are the ideal unit for refilling your equipment and machinery quickly with AdBlue.
 Find Out More 
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   FAQ's
 
  Why Choose TTi?
  We’ve thought of everything. From accessories to mounting options and more, you’ll come to appreciate the attention to detail displayed in each of our poly fuel tank products. The polyethylene material we use eliminates the risk of corrosion and rust and has been UV stabilised to withstand the harsh Australian sun. 
 Our diesel fuel storage tanks are perfect for farm use, as well as a range of other agricultural and industrial uses. Every diesel tank comes backed by our TTi 15 Year Warranty. Our plastic diesel tanks are for sale Australia-wide, with a dealer never far away. Let TTi help you with any of your fuel transport needs – browse our full range of diesel storage tanks or general liquid transport tanks today.
 
 What’s included in TTi’s portable diesel refueling range?
  With a wide range of diesel solutions available, TTi has just about every base covered when it comes to portable diesel refuelling. 
 TTi’s DieselCaptain portable diesel tanks are well-known for being the diesel pod of choice, coming in a variety of shapes and sizes to fit where you need it to. The DieselCadet tanks are larger-volume tanks that are highly customisable depending on requirements. They are easily mounted to trays, trailers and trucks.
 TTi’s DieselPatrol trailers are extremely heavy-duty and include quality high-flow pumps for fast refuelling. 
 
 The perfect diesel storage solution for your next project, no matter the industry
  Manufactured right here in Australia, TTi’s diesel refuelling tanks are built using high-quality components by those who actually use them. TTi’s diesel refuelling solutions are well-designed and moulded using diesel-grade polyethylene. 
 TTi’s diesel tanks feature premium Italian high-flow pumps with auto shut-off nozzles.
 
 Why do I need a diesel fuel storage tank for farm use?
  Having a diesel fuel storage tank close by is a huge time saver. It reduces the need to travel to refuel – a particular advantage if you’re operating on a remote property or worksite. Having a diesel fuel storage tank on your remote property also means you have access to a consistent supply of fuel. This means you can quickly refuel pieces of machinery, trucks, or even things like backup generators (very important in the case of a power outage). Lastly, storing diesel in a poly tank specifically helps to prevent contamination or degradation of the fuel, which can happen when fuel is stored for longer periods of time. 
 
 Why choose TTi’s diesel tanks?
  TTi’s range of premium, Australian-made diesel equipment is trusted by leading contractors and companies across the country. Having manufactured quality diesel refuelling machinery for over 20 years, TTi understands what makes a quality diesel unit.
 We stand behind our diesel tanks, offering an unbeaten 15-year warranty. We stock a full warehouse of spare parts and accessories on-hand, from nuts and bolts through to full diesel pump kits.
 With 250+ active TTi dealers around Australia, you can rest assured your purchase is supported, wherever you are.
 
 What type of diesel tanks are available from TTI?
  TTi manufactures a range of transportable diesel tank solutions in a variety of shapes and sizes, from slip-on units suitable for utes & trailers to larger diesel transfer tanks and full-featured diesel trailers. No matter what your requirements are, TTi has the solution to suit.
 
 Can petrol also be stored in diesel tanks?
  No, our tanks are designed and manufactured specifically for storing diesel. You cannot store more than 25L of petrol in a portable container unless it is a certified, bunded tank. All TTi diesel tanks are not bunded. 
 
 Should I buy a bunded diesel tank?
  Unless site regulations require your diesel tank to be bunded, we would advise against it. Bunded tanks are much heavier, reducing your vehicle’s payload and potentially making it unsafe. TTi’s diesel tanks are extremely tough, so you don’t need to worry about the risk of it rupturing. They have a 20mm wall thickness on average, which is why they come with a 15-year warranty. 
 
 Is steel or poly better for diesel tanks? 
  Whilst some construction sites require the use of steel tanks, they are generally not required for most applications. A poly tank is much lighter, doesn’t rust, and maintains their appearance much better. 
 
 What are the benefits of a diesel fuel storage tank?
  Portable diesel fuel storage tanks have plenty of benefits, particularly when it comes to farm use. You can transport your fuel around your property easily, quickly and safely. Your diesel fuel storage tank can act as a backup fuel source during emergencies or power outages too, particularly important for remote properties and worksites, where the nearest source of fuel might be a long drive away. Portable diesel tanks in particular are a very useful tool for those working in agriculture, construction and landscaping, where moving between job sites during the day can be common. Portable diesel fuel storage tanks are available in a range of sizes, too, making it easy to find a tank that suits your specific needs. 
 
 How often should diesel filters be replaced? 
  This can depend on several factors. We recommend replacing your filter annually. However, it can also depend on how much volume is pumped, the quality of diesel, or if an issue occurs. 
 
 How long can diesel fuel be stored in a tank? 
  Under ideal conditions, diesel can be stored for up to 1 year without significant degradation. A number of factors can affect diesel quality, including temperature, exposure to sunlight and moisture. 

 If storing for a prolonged amount of time, use a biocide every six months to keep away fungus and bacteria. 
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